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ABSTRACT 

Muscle fibres are multinuclear cells, and the cytoplasmic territory where a single myonucleus 

controls transcriptional activity is called the myonuclear domain (MND). MND size shows 

flexibility during muscle hypertrophy. The MND ceiling hypothesis states that hypertrophy results 

in the expansion of MND size to an upper limit or MND ceiling, beyond which additional 

myonuclei via activation of satellite cells are required to support further growth. However, the 

debate about the MND ceiling hypothesis is far from settled, and various studies show conflicting 

results about the existence or otherwise of MND ceiling in hypertrophy. The aim of this review is 

to summarise the literature about the MND ceiling in various settings of hypertrophy and discuss 

the possible factors contributing to a discrepancy in the literature. We conclude by describing the 

physiological and clinical significance of the MND ceiling limit in the muscle adaptation process 

in various physiological and pathological conditions.  
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INTRODUCTION 

Skeletal muscle is the largest organ in the body and is primarily composed of post-mitotic muscle 

fibres.(1) A single muscle fibre can be several centimetres long and possess hundreds of nuclei to 

control transcription over large cytoplasmic territories. Skeletal muscle fibres are highly flexible 

in size, and hypertrophic stimuli can result in radial growth of up to two folds or higher. This 

growth challenges the maximal transcriptional reserves of post-mitotic myonuclei. Skeletal muscle 

responds to such demands by activating muscle stem cells or satellite cells (SCs), which can divide 

and donate extra myonuclei to growing muscle fibres. Following the discovery of SCs,(2) their role 

in muscle fibre growth and regeneration has been well recognised in several hypertrophy 

conditions. These findings lead to the concept that a single myonucleus can control transcriptional 

activity in a limited cytoplasmic territory, called the myonuclear domain (MND). This hypothesis 

was supported by early findings that additional myonuclei are required for hypertrophy in 

rodents.(3) The first direct evidence of MND was provided in 1989, when it was shown that gene 

products of a myonucleus stay in its vicinity.(4) Further studies confirmed that the synthesis, 

processing, and distribution of proteins remain in the localised cytoplasmic region surrounding the 

myonucleus,(5) although some membrane proteins can diffuse over long distances.(6) 

It is speculated that, unlike highly plastic muscle fibre size, MND size is relatively rigid in 

multiple hypertrophy conditions. In support of this, several studies suggest that muscle 

hypertrophy is accompanied by the incorporation of myonuclei via activation of SCs so that the 

expansion of MND size lags behind the expansion of fibre size in hypertrophy.(7,8) It is postulated 

that there is a limit in the maximal transcriptional capacity beyond which the myonucleus cannot 

sustain hypertrophy. This limit – or MND ceiling – has been a popular concept in recent literature 

and supports the necessity of SCs in muscle hypertrophy (Fig. 1). However, other studies show 
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that hypertrophy can occur even when the DNA content of skeletal muscle is unchanged.(9-11) This 

discrepancy in the literature has recently generated debates about the concept and validity of the 

MND ceiling limit in the muscle hypertrophy process.(9,11-14) However, the conclusion is far from 

settled. The purpose of this mini-review is to highlight recent perspectives on the hypothesis of the 

MND ceiling in the setting of muscle hypertrophy. We first discuss MND size variability in 

different fibre types and then highlight recent advances in our understanding of the contribution of 

MND ceiling, myonuclear accretion and SCs to various hypertrophy types.  

 

MYONUCLEAR DOMAIN IN DIFFERENT MUSCLE FIBRE TYPES 

The average MND size varies between different muscle fibre types, as Type I slow-twitch muscle 

fibres have smaller MNDs compared to Type II fast-twitch muscle fibres.(10) Differences in 

metabolic rates and oxygen usage between Type I and Type II fibres partly account for MND size 

variability. Higher metabolic activity and larger mitochondrial volume in Type I fibres require 

more transcriptional activity per myonucleus; hence, MND sizes are smaller compared to Type II 

fibres.  

A hypertrophy stimulus can demonstrate distinct effects on MND size in Type I and Type II 

fibres. For example, Type II fibres can undergo more than 30% hypertrophy and a 29% increase 

in MND size without a notable increase in myonuclei number.(5) Type I fibres, on the other hand, 

respond to hypertrophy by myonuclear accretion rather than expanding their MND size due to 

having higher metabolic activity than Type II fibres.(3)  

These findings suggest greater MND size flexibility in Type II than Type I fibres in the 

settings of hypertrophy. The relevance of these findings to the MND ceiling hypothesis is evident 

in variations in fibre-type compositions in different muscles and species. For example, with the 
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exception of the soleus muscle, mouse hind-limbs muscles are almost exclusively composed of 

Type II fibres.(15) On the other hand, human quadriceps and rat hind-limb muscles have ~50% 

Type II fibres.(16-18) The proportion of Type I fibres is ~50% in mice and ~95% in rats.(16,19) Since 

several studies investigating hypertrophy response do not consider fibre-type differences, the 

discrepancy in the literature about MND ceiling, myonuclear accretion, and SCs activation can at 

least partly be due to variances in fibre-type composition of the muscle and species under 

investigation.   

 

CHANGES IN MYONUCLEAR DOMAIN SIZE DURING MUSCLE HYPERTROPHY 

A number of studies suggest that muscle fibre hypertrophy is accompanied by myonuclear addition 

in animals(2,13-16) and humans,(3,17,20,21), thus maintaining the size of the MND. This suggests that 

additional myonuclei are required to support muscle fibre hypertrophy (Fig. 1). This notion of 

mandatory myonuclear accretion in hypertrophy is supported by the finding of reduced 

hypertrophy in irradiated muscle, which has minimal activation and proliferation of SCs.(12,14,22) 

However, the literature is not consistent with this notion, as other studies show that the early stages 

of hypertrophy can precede myonuclear accretion, thus expanding the size of the existing 

MNDs.(23) In support of this finding, up to sevenfold upregulation in myofibre transcription has 

been reported in the early stages of overload-induced hypertrophy.(10) This upregulation is due to 

an increase in transcriptional activity per myonucleus rather than the addition of new myonuclei.(10) 

Thus, resident myonuclei can support hypertrophy by simply increasing their transcription rates.  

In addition to the amount of hypertrophy, many other factors need to be considered to 

determine the need for myonuclear accretion to support muscle hypertrophy. These include, among 

other factors, the type of hypertrophic stimulus, its strength and duration of exposure, and age of 
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the skeletal muscle, all of which can have varying effects on SC activation and proliferation. The 

response of myonuclei and changes in MND size for individual hypertrophy stimuli are detailed 

in Table I.  

 

Table I. Effects of different stimuli of hypertrophy on skeletal muscle SC contents, myonuclei 

count, MND size and force-generating capacity.  
Hypertrophic 

stimulus 

SC content Myonuclei 

content 

MND size Changes in force 

Myostatin 

knockout 

Downregulated(50,51) 

Upregulated(59) 

Upregulated(44,50) 

No change(51) 

Upregulated(44,51) Downregulated(44) 

Resistance 

exercise 

Upregulated(21,27-33,60-64) 

No change(31,34,62) 

Upregulated(21,27,31

,33,60-62) 

No change(28,30-

32,34,62-64) 

Upregulated(34,62-64) 

No change(21,30,31,61,62) 

Upregulated(28,60,61) 

Synergist 

ablation 

Upregulated(65) 

 

Upregulated(11,23,66

-68) 

 

Upregulated(23) 

No change(23,67) 

Downregulated(68) 

Upregulated(66) 

GH/IGF-1  Upregulated(44) No change(44) Upregulated(44) 

Anabolic 

steroids 

Upregulated(69,70) 

No change(45) 

Upregulated(69,71) Upregulated(45) Upregulated(72) 

Downregulated: significantly downregulated; GH/IGF-1: growth hormone/insulin-like growth factor-1; 

MND: myonuclear domain; no change: no statistically significant change; SC: satellite cell; upregulated: 

significantly upregulated 

 

Resistant exercise  

Resistant exercise (RE) involves the voluntary activation of specific skeletal muscles to ≥ 80% of 

maximal muscle force against an external resistance.(24,25) RE results in a unique cascade of 

signalling events that promote myofibre enlargement and remodelling of the extracellular 

matrix.(26) This is primarily achieved by mechanical loading of sarcolemma in RE and activation 

of SCs to promote protein synthesis and incorporate new myonuclei to support hypertrophy. 

However, the SC response to RE is not uniform in the literature, as increased SC pools 

with(3,17,20,21,27) or without(4,18,28) myonuclear accretion have been reported in RE. The age and/or 

gender of the participants as well as the type and duration of RE, can partly account for these 
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differences in SC response. For example, it is well recognised that RE-induced hypertrophy 

increases SC content in young men.(3,17,21,29,30) On the other hand, reports in older men are 

inconsistent and show an increase in(31-33) or maintenance(17,34) of SCs. These results are similar to 

findings in young women, which also show expansion of MNDs in hypertrophy.(4,17) Less is known 

about the response of myonuclei to hypertrophy in older women, but it is apparent that RE 

increases their SC content.(29,33) In addition to gender, duration of training also affects SC 

activation, as acute and prolonged periods of RE have distinct effects on SC count, activation, and 

proliferation.(35)  

In most cases of RE, expansion of existing MNDs precedes SC activation and myonuclear 

accretion in hypertrophy. Thus, MND size and muscle fibre size undergo a parallel increase in 

initial hypertrophy. This hypertrophy is regulated by increasing the transcriptional capacity of 

myonuclei.(26) The basal characteristics of skeletal muscle myonuclei and SCs play a role in the 

amount of response to the hypertrophic stimulus. For example, an extreme ‘hypertrophy’ response 

to RE occurs in muscles with greater basal SC content than ‘lower’ and ‘moderate’ responders. 

Thus, hypertrophy in extreme responder muscles is accompanied by a greater expansion of the SC 

pool with training and expansion of myonuclear content, as mentioned earlier.(36) Furthermore, as 

manifested by muscles with SC deletion, some amount of hypertrophy is supported by the resident 

myonuclei.(10) However, after a certain amount of hypertrophy, SCs get activated and donate new 

myonuclei, which prevents further expansion of MNDs, while hypertrophy of muscle continues. 

This notion that the activation of SCs assists in further hypertrophy beyond a certain stage supports 

the concept of the MND ceiling limit.(14) 

However, the flexibility of MND size in RE is challenged by some investigations which show 

that myonuclear accretion is an absolute requirement to support hypertrophy in RE. There is an 
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age- and duration-specific response of myonuclear addition in RE in young versus old and short- 

versus long-term RE.(37) Further, myonuclear accretion is also observed in non-hypertrophy stimuli 

such as endurance exercises,(38) which challenges the notion that resident myonuclei have great 

transcriptional reserves to meet the increased demand for protein synthesis in the muscle 

adaptation process.  

Certainly, more work is required to establish the notion of MND ceiling in RE-induced 

hypertrophy. However, it seems that most of the literature supports myonuclear accretion in 

hypertrophy due to RE, which indirectly indicates an upper MND ceiling limit and is influenced 

by age, gender, and fibre type.   

 

Synergistic ablation 

Synergistic ablation offers an attractive model to investigate the response of myonuclei and SCs 

in mechanical overload. It involves the removal of the gastrocnemius and soleus muscles, which 

results in hypertrophy of the plantaris muscle due to mechanical overload. In addition, it induces 

SC proliferation activation, and fusion into the myofibres. Initial hypertrophy in 3–5 days 

following synergistic ablation occurs without myonuclear accretion,(12) followed by the addition 

of new myonuclei to support hypertrophy. After two weeks of functional overload, the myonuclei 

content increases by ~60 %, and SC content increases by ~275% compared to sham control 

muscle.(2) Since 12–15 days of synergistic ablation results in even greater hypertrophy, this 

indicates that prolonged postoperative durations of synergistic ablation lead to an increase in the 

amount of hypertrophy. 

Similar to the findings in RE in humans, synergistic ablation results in greater hypertrophy 

of fast-twitch Type IIa fibres rather than the slow-twitch Type I. In a synergistic ablation rat model, 
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after functional overload of ten weeks, an increase was seen in the size of fibres and myonuclei 

number in plantaris muscles.(3) MND size is maintained during hypertrophy in both Types I and 

IIa fibres, but decreases in Type IIx/b fibres. This is explained by a parallel increase in myonuclei 

count and fibre size in Type I and Type IIa, but not in Type IIx/b, fibres. These findings differ in 

different muscles based on the duration of the overload. For example, during the early stages of 

compensatory hypertrophy, muscle fibre structural abnormalities play a significant role in SC 

activation; however, in later stages, increased levels of muscle activity lead to SC activation.(10) 

To further understand the role(s) of SCs in hypertrophy due to synergistic ablation, mice with 

conditional SC ablation are used.(39) These mice show similar levels of hypertrophy in the presence 

or absence of SCs along with increased MND size in SC-depleted mice.(39) This showcases the 

ability of resident myonuclei to increase their transcriptional capacity to support hypertrophy. 

However, these findings are not consistent in the literature, partly because the amount of 

hypertrophy may vary due to the magnitude of exercise and presence of regenerating fibres during 

analysis.(40) To understand the age-specific response of myonuclei to hypertrophic stimulus, 

Murach et al. performed synergistic ablation in young and mature mice and found that SC 

depletion prevented hypertrophy in the young mice but not the adult mice.(11) This discrepancy 

may be explained by the fact that the young mice in the maturation phase were dependent on SCs 

for growth and hypertrophy, whereas adult mice that have attained maximal growth use the reserve 

transcriptional capacity of their resident myonuclei to support hypertrophy. These findings 

highlight the essential role of SCs in supporting hypertrophy in an age-specific manner. 

These findings show that the notion of the MND ceiling is partly age- and fibre type-

dependent. Young rodents require SCs for muscle hypertrophy, as the resident MNDs hit a ceiling 

limit during initial hypertrophy before SC activation becomes mandatory to support further 
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hypertrophy. However, mature rodents have myonuclei with greater transcriptional reserves, and 

the concept of MND ceiling and domain size rigidity is not strictly applied in them. There is a role 

of fibre type as well, as myonuclei from Type II fibres have greater transcriptional capacity than 

the myonuclei from Type I fibres. Fibre type transformation during mechanical overload can 

further complicate the notion of an MND ceiling, as many Type I fibres with limited myonuclear 

transcriptional reserves are converted to Type II fibres during sustained mechanical overload.  

 

Anabolic hormones 

Several hormones, including growth hormone (GH), testosterone, and thyroid hormones, can 

induce skeletal muscle growth and strength. Among them, GH appears to act as a biochemical 

amplifying system for the cell’s anabolic machinery and determines the absolute changes in muscle 

size that result from changes in muscular work.(41) 

GH signalling controls the size of the differentiated myotubes in a cell-autonomous manner 

while having no effect on the size, proliferation, and differentiation of the myoblast precursor cells. 

The GH hypertrophic action leads to an increased myonuclear number, indicating that GH 

facilitates the fusion of myoblasts with nascent myotubes.(42) Insulin-like growth factor-1 (IGF-I) 

is the major downstream-signalling molecule of GH, and its circulating levels are positively 

associated with muscle mass and aerobic fitness. The anabolic effects of the GH/IGF-1 axis are 

well recognised. Mice with IGF-1 overexpression show hypertrophy with SC activation, which is 

considered the source of new myonuclei.(43) We have previously confirmed and extended these 

findings by showing that the IGF-1 overexpression results in relative maintenance of MND size in 

single muscle fibres.(44) The slight increase of ~10% in MND size in Type II fibres probably 

reflected the maximal synthetic capacity of resident myonuclei in IGF-1-induced hypertrophy. 
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While most studies do not investigate muscle functional performance, we showed that muscle 

force is maintained with a slight expansion of MND size in Type II fibres. We also proposed an 

MND ceiling size of ~31,000 um3, which reflects the maximal transcriptional capacity of 

myonuclei.(44) On the other hand, the Type I fibres showed a greater reserve for synthetic capacity 

in hypertrophy.  

Similar to IGF-1, anabolic steroids also induce muscle hypertrophy. Testosterone has been 

linked with an increase in the number of myonuclei and SCs in healthy young men.(9,10) Similarly, 

athletes who use anabolic steroids to boost muscle mass and/or performance have more myonuclei 

than athletes who do not.(45) In older men, testosterone administration results in an increase in SCs 

and myonuclear numbers compared to baseline.(11) However, testosterone has also been shown to 

induce hypertrophy in SC mice.(46) While MND size and the concept of the MND ceiling were not 

rigorously characterised in these studies, it seems that the prerequisite of additional myonuclei in 

hypertrophy is conditional and partly determined by the type of hormone and physical status of 

skeletal muscle.  

 

ADDITIONAL MYONUCLEI RELEVANT DURING REGENERATION BUT NOT 

HYPERTROPHY? 

SCs, which are the donors of myonuclei during regeneration, are activated by muscle damage, 

which elicits an inflammatory response.(47) Their importance in muscle regeneration is evident by 

the fact that ablation of these cells, or the regulatory cell types, or even their residence in the 

pathogenic environment results in a significant loss of muscle regeneration following injury.(1,2) 

Contrary to the well-recognised role of SCs in muscle regeneration, their contribution to 

hypertrophy is debated. It has been postulated that myonuclear accretion and SC proliferation 
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accompany hypertrophic growth at some stage. Initially, hypertrophy leads to an increase in the 

size of the existing MND without the addition of extra myonuclei. However, beyond a certain 

degree of hypertrophy, SCs are activated and donate myonuclei to the growing muscle fibre, which 

restores the MND size to its baseline levels.  

Conversely, it is claimed that the type of hypertrophic stimulus is the prime determinant of 

activation or otherwise of SCs and the amount of hypertrophy. During RE and high-to-moderate 

endurance exercises, myotrauma and micro-injuries stimulate the release of cytokines by the 

immune system, which activates SCs. Thus, it seems that SC activation in RE is at least partly due 

to the micro-injuries and the resultant inflammatory response, which initiate the process of 

regeneration. The repeating cycle of damage and repair, along with the activation of myogenic 

regulatory genes and increased plasma levels of anabolic hormones such as testosterone and IGF, 

stimulate SCs to support hypertrophy. According to the nuclear domain theory, the donation of 

additional myonuclei by SCs occurs when the MND reaches a maximum threshold size.(4) Among 

the anabolic hormones triggering hypertrophy, increased levels of IGF-1, which is stimulated by 

mechanical overload, contribute to hypertrophy by inducing SC proliferation and 

differentiation.(48) By increasing the expression of cell-cycle progression factors, IGF-1 triggers 

the proliferation of myoblasts, which is then followed by triggering the expression of myogenic 

regulatory factors, resulting in differentiated myoblasts. Through its role in SC activation, IGF-1 

rescues atrophied muscles in age-related muscle loss, thus further accentuating its role in muscle 

growth and hypertrophy.(49) 

On the contrary, several studies have shown that hypertrophy requires little or no SC 

involvement. For example, the absence or blockage of myostatin, a TGF-beta (transforming 

growth factor beta) cytokine, does not activate SCs.(50) This mechanism is proposed for treating 
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postnatal congenital or acquired myopathies. These findings are in agreement with recent data in 

which hypertrophied muscle fibres showed no additional myonuclei or SCs after blockage of 

myostatin.(51) Additionally, mice with dysfunctional myostatin demonstrate reduced strength 

despite muscle hypertrophy, showing that force generation does not increase in parallel with an 

increase in muscle size in the absence of myostatin.(52)  

Supporting these findings of muscle hypertrophy in myostatin-deficient mice, when SCs are 

ablated in muscles of adult mice by tamoxifen injections, two weeks of mechanical overload can 

still cause significant hypertrophy.(39) This leads to expansion of the existing MND as a 

compensatory mechanism to support hypertrophy in the absence of SCs. Such results may be 

attributed to the higher threshold of the transcriptional capacity per myonuclei, which was not 

challenged by two weeks of muscle overload, thus enabling hypertrophy without SC involvement. 

However, similar hypertrophy is not maintained with a prolonged functional overload of 4–8 

weeks in the SC-depleted muscle, which shows that muscle growth plateaued and that perhaps the 

MND ceiling limit was reached before four weeks of functional overload.(53)  

Taken together, our findings show that while the contribution of SCs to regeneration is well 

established, their contribution to muscle hypertrophy is evident only when the hypertrophy 

stimulus is consistent and strong enough to challenge the maximal transcription capacity of 

individual myonuclei. These findings are consistent with the presence of an MND ceiling limit 

when the muscle is exposed to hypertrophy stimulus.  
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PHYSIOLOGICAL AND CLINICAL SIGNIFICANCE OF MYONUCLEAR DOMAIN 

CEILING 

Pushing the myonuclear transcriptional capacity to the maximal limit with hypertrophic stimuli 

such as RE seems an attractive intervention to boost muscle mass. This is mainly because SC 

activation and myonuclear incorporation follow the MND ceiling limit during hypertrophy. The 

newly added myonuclei become a part of skeletal muscle memory and are retained after the 

hypertrophy stimulus is discontinued. In this way, hypertrophy is ‘remembered’ by the skeletal 

muscle despite the subsequent loss of muscle mass. Such muscle can regain mass faster than 

untrained fibres when a hypertrophic stimulus is applied in the future. The duration of retention of 

new myonuclei is still a subject of debate; however, they reside in skeletal muscle for long periods 

of time and possibly permanently.(54) In doing so, cellular memory develops where skeletal 

myofibres, through the retention of the acquired nuclei, seem to be more inclined to respond to a 

future hypertrophic stimulus, in contrast to untrained muscles. When a new hypertrophic stimulus 

is applied, the muscle cells that previously acquired a higher number of myonuclei are the ones 

that expand and mature faster than naive fibres. Studies show that periods of overload exercise, 

specifically at a younger age, significantly increase myonuclei density. The newly acquired 

myonuclei stabilise cellular metabolism during periods of physical inactivity and muscle atrophy. 

However, contrasting results show that after 12 weeks of detraining, the number of myonuclei in 

myofibres returns to its original pre-training status.(20). Nevertheless, muscle memory presents a 

model that supports the theory of the essential accretion of myonuclei for support of 

hypertrophy.(12,54)  

While the concept of the MND ceiling limit might not have a global application for all fibre 

types, different muscles, and species, it still offers SC transplantation as an attractive intervention 
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to boost muscle mass beyond the MND ceiling threshold. In an immunodeficient mouse model, 

transplant of human SCs showed accelerated muscle repair and regeneration following injury by 

establishing a heterogenic SCs pool.(55,56) However, SC transplantation presents different 

challenges that hinder the possible use of this therapy in clinical trials. Transplantation efficacy 

depends on several limiting factors, including hormonal status, the gender of the recipient, and the 

characteristic of transplanted SCs.(57) A detailed description of these factors in the settings of SC 

transplantation is beyond the scope of this review. However, myoblast transplant offers a unique 

substitute for SC transplantation. When transplanted, these cells fuse with the endogenous 

myofibres, adding to the host’s myocytes pool. Donor nuclei can be traced through different 

methods, including β-galactosidase-labeled nuclei or through fluorescence in situ 

hybridisation.(5,6,11) The transplanted myoblasts are also effective in regeneration after re-

implantation in a new host, where they resume their transcriptional activity and increase muscle 

strength or remain in a dormant state for future needs. Accordingly, injecting myoblast cells into 

rejuvenating tissues enhances muscle mass and function.(3,9) This procedure yields no side effects 

or long-term complications, although the host’s muscle microenvironment and immune reactions 

challenge the efficacy of this procedure.(6,10,58) 

It must be noted that despite its potential clinical applications, the MND ceiling limit is 

mainly conceptual, with pre-clinical data. As such, rigorous characterisation of MND size in 

muscle adaptation process is required before it can be applied in clinics. 

 

IS MYONUCLEAR DOMAIN CEILING STILL RELEVANT? 

We have described some of the variations in results concerning muscle hypertrophy and the MND 

ceiling. Several reasons can account for this discrepancy. Among those factors, the exact role of 
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SCs during muscle hypertrophy is poorly understood. For example, the deprivation of SCs in a 

synergistic ablation model still produces muscle hypertrophy along with the expansion of resident 

MNDs; however, this hypertrophy is accompanied by functional compromise with reduced muscle 

strength. These effects are partly age-dependent, as adult mice show greater MND size flexibility 

than young mice during hypertrophy. Additionally, fibre type also plays a part, with Type II fibres 

having greater transcriptional reserves than Type I fibres. Further, the duration of an RE 

programme can induce a degree of varying hypertrophy and adaptation response by the skeletal 

muscle. For example, long-term RE is associated with the recruitment of SCs, whereas 

hypertrophy due to brief short-term RE is supported by existing myonuclei. Different 

methodologies of measuring myonuclear content or MND size can also account for some of the 

discrepancies in the literature. For instance, some studies use analysis of muscle cross-section 

areas, while others use captured three-dimensional images of single muscle fibres. The type of 

hypertrophic stimuli also plays a crucial role in modulating hypertrophy mechanisms at a cellular 

level. For instance, anabolic hormones such as testosterone stimulate myonuclear accretion during 

early hypertrophy, while lack of myostatin does not induce myonuclear accretion. 

In conclusion, it seems that the concept of the MND ceiling during hypertrophy is conditional 

and not universal, as various factors including SCs activation, age, fibre type, duration, and type 

of hypertrophic stimulus can determine the presence and/or extent of the MND ceiling during 

hypertrophy. 
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FIGURE  

 

Fig. 1 Diagram shows scenarios of muscle hypertrophy with or without the myonuclear domain 

(MND) ceiling limit.   

 

 


